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Geordie Shore star
Holly Hagan applies
tanning oil to her
derriere as she shows
off her ample curves in
a barelythere blue bikini
on Bondi Beach

View comments

Even as it grapples with the row over some Facebook users copying pictures of unsuspecting girls
and misusing them by morphing the images, the popular social networking site could be in for more
trouble.
The Ministry of Law and Justice has forwarded to the Secretary General of the Supreme Court and
Registrar General of the Delhi High Court “for further appropriate action” a complaint that pages
opened by Facebook in the name of these courts were hosting posts with comments insulting
various judges that were highly defamatory and contemptuous.
They also carried critical reviews of judgments showing the judiciary, and the judges who authored it,
in poor light. Legal experts say Facebook is prima facie in clear violation of IT Act and can be hauled
up under Contempt of Courts Act.

Is Adele feeling the
heat after turning on
Sony? Upset star leaves
label's BRIT Awards
party early after
controversially
dedicating her win to
raperow Kesha
Ready to pop! Kelly
Clarkson shows off
pregnant belly in black
overalls as she takes
daughter to
Disneyland... ahead of
American Idol return
No Photoshop needed!
Khloe Kardashian
flaunts fabulous figure in
skintight leggings while
leaving gym... after
admitting to doctoring
selfie
Looking hot for Scott?
Kourtney Kardashian
shows off midsection as
she takes kids out amid
claims she was flirting
with ex Disick at club

Home

Top

'I knew about it my
whole life': Kylie Jenner
admits she has always
known that her dad
Caitlyn was transgender
Just wanted her dad to be
honest with her
'I accidentally set
myself on fire': Perrie
Edwards left with
serious burns on her
hand after boiler blows
up
Hot stuff (but not in a
good way)

+3
As it grapples with the row over some Facebook users copying pictures of unsuspecting girls and misusing
them by morphing the images, the popular social networking site could be in for more trouble

Though the complaint by a Delhibased filmmaker Ulhas PR was forwarded to the courts as early as
on November 23, the highlydefamatory posts could still be seen on Facebook.
Ulhas’s complaint to the Ministry of Law and Justice said: “This is about Facebook. It has started a
page on its own by the name of Supreme Court of India and Delhi High Court. In these pages
insulting reviews of judgments are posted.”

Jessica Wright shows
off plenty of cleavage in
a plunging floral dress
as she enjoys a night
behind the decks with a
DJ pal
Another glam gown
Look away Gwen!
Gavin Rossdale pictured
on lunch date with
former nanny Mindy
Mann...following
accusations her 'affair
with rock star'
destroyed marriage to
Stefani
Newlysingle Lucy
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Facebook promises
crackdown on 'body
snatchers' who steal...

MY BIZ: Trai attacks
Facebook for
'misleading users'
over...

Mecklenburgh looks
the picture of elegance
in a floorsweeping
yellow gown as she
attends V&A gala
The former TOWIE star
was hard to miss

In its reply, the ministry said: “This has been forwarded to the secretary general of Supreme Court
and registrar general for further appropriate action”.
While questions are being raised if social networking sites can at all be allowed to open pages in the
name of courts and allow users to post any comment when the country has a stringent contempt of
court law, Facebook has written on the page that “this page is created based on what people who
use Facebook are interested in.”

'This is what the BRITS
does to you!': Mark
Wright laments breaking
his diet as he tucks into
a huge Chinese
takeaway following a
heavy night at the music
awards
Supermodel Karlie
Kloss puts on a busty
display in bustierstyle
patterned dress as she
heads out in Milan
She's one of the most in
demand models on the
scene

SHARE
PICTURE

Kendall Jenner puts on
a casual display in
pointy beanie hat and
sunglasses following
her star turn on the
Fendi catwalk for MFW
She made quite the
impression

+3

+3

Lawyer and cyber expert Pavan Duggal (left) said 'This amounts to clear lowering of stature of judiciary in the
mind of the people'; Pictured right, complainant Ulhas PR

'Serious offence'
“This amounts to clear lowering of stature of judiciary in the mind of the people and once the
complaint is brought to the notice of the service provider, that is Facebook, it has to exercise due
diligence. The identity of the people who have posted such messages can be given by Facebook
and they can be prosecuted,” noted lawyer and cyber expert Pavan Duggal said.
“The offence is a prima facie violation of Section 66A of Information Technology Act (Punishment for
sending offensive messages through communication service), Section 67 of IT Act (Punishment for
publishing or transmitting obscene material in electronic form.
Five year jail or Rs 10 lakh fine), Section 499 of Indian Penal Code (defamation) and Section 500 of
IPC (two years jail with fine or both) and Contempt of Courts Act”, Duggal said.
“If these sites are also named Supreme Court of India and High Court of Delhi, it’s a violation of the
Intellectual Property Rights of these institutions and therefore it is an unfair use. It is a chance to act
tough and an opportunity to send a strong message to the cyberspace that you cannot take liberty
with judicial institutions. This is hitting the judiciary below the belt using the cyberspace,” he added.

Contempts act
So what’s an offence under Contempts of Courts Act?

Lauren Goodger wraps
her legs around Jake
McLean in raunchy
holiday snap as she
shows off weight loss in
a sporty bikini
Proud of new body
Rita Ora stuns in a
vibrant Asianthemed
silk gown for her first
Harper's Bazaar
Vietnam cover shoot
She's partial to an eye
catching ensemble
Zayn Malik pines after
Perrie Edwards
lookalike Nicola Peltz in
new music video for It's
You... after he hinted
that the 'breakup track'
is about his former
fiancée
Braless Emily
Ratajkowski sports
bedhead hair and little
else as she works her
curves in a string of
supersexy modelling
shots

Anything that curtails or impairs the freedom of limits of the judicial proceedings, any conduct that
tends to bring the authority and administration of law into disrespect or disregard or to interfere with
or prejudice parties or their witnesses during litigation, consisting of words spoken or written which
obstruct or tend to obstruct the administration of justice, publishing words which tend to bring the
administration of Justice into contempt, to prejudice the fair trial of any cause or matter which is the
subject of Civil or Criminal proceeding or in any way to obstruct the cause of Justice.

Michelle Keegan is
uncharacteristically
dressed down in casual
buttondown jumpsuit
and trainers at Plebs
photocall
Lowkey chic
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Georgia Kousoulou
puts on a very busty
display in a plunging v
neck as she steps out to
film in Lockie's Kitchen
with TOWIE favourites
Chloe Sims and Pete
Wicks
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PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Pregnant Kristina
Rihanoff puts on a
smiley display as she
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chasdavy, Canvey Island, United Kingdom, 1 month ago

Social media is the angry voice of the people. The voice which is stifled by the Establishments
press Barons No wonder the government is petrified as the voice grows ever stronger and
louder.
Click to rate
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Hawkeye01, Shropshire, United Kingdom, 1 month ago

Freedom of speech !

The views expressed in the contents above are those of our users and do not necessarily reflect the views of
MailOnline.
We are no longer accepting comments on this article.
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Sweet dreams!
Caroline Flack puts on a
busty display in a
patterned onesie as she
catches an early night
after wild evening at
BRIT Awards
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Christina Ricci reveals
her tattoo collection on
bikini break with family
to celebrate her 36th
birthday
Showed off her toned
midriff and svelte figure
Lara Stone goes public
with hunky new beau
Andrew Gray as they
share a passionate kiss
at the BRIT Awards
Spotted packing on the
PDA
Careful! Geordie
Shore's Chloe
Etherington almost
suffers a wardrobe
malfunction as she
flaunts her curves in a
skimpy black swimsuit
on Bondi Beach
'Of course I had to do a
shoot in the snow!': Kim
Kardashian strips down
to her FUR bikini while in
Utah in yet another sexy
throwback photo
Reminiscing
Wounded mama! Kris
Jenner, 60, reveals she
underwent hand surgery
as she shows off
bandage while
promoting Chrissy
Teigen's cook book
The final countdown!
Eddie Redmayne shows
no sign of preOscars
jitters as he jets into Los
Angeles with pregnant
wife Hannah Bagshawe

Little Mix star Jesy
Nelson stands out in
sparkling leotard as her
bandmates rock crop
tops and hot pants for
their BRIT Awards 2016
performance
SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Emma
Watson's Oxford trip
ends in privacy row
ExGuardian editor Alan
Rusbridger warns
students to stop charing
pictures
Bend it like Ambrosio!
Alessandra teaches an
exercise class to her
daughter Anja and
friends at a park
The 34yearold
supermodel played
teacher for the day
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In the right gear! Tallia
Storm sports Ferrari red
in a glamorous jumpsuit
as she steps out for the
launch of 488 Spider
sports car
Va va voom
Former TOWIE star
Lauren Pope displays
her endless legs in high
waisted stripy trousers
as she attends perfume
launch

Kate Winslet hits the
ice rink in an allblack
ensemble as she films
first scenes for new
movie Collateral Beauty
with Enrique Murciano

Beating the heat!
Fergie is the coolest
mum in the park as she
flashes her slender legs
in short shorts on a play
date with little Axl
Making the most of the
weather
He's a Hardy fellow!
Tom faces danger on all
sides as he makes
dramatic return home
after spell as naked
savage in Taboo trailer
Caused a stir after
stripping
Must be thirsty work!
Holly Hagan and fellow
Geordie Shore cast
members keep
themselves hydrated
with booze at Bondi
Beach... but do they
know it's a strict no
alcohol zone?
The Big Bang Theory's
Mayim Bialik and
Johnny Galecki recreate
their teenage kiss from
nineties sitcom
Blossom
Locking lips again
'Harvey so looks like
Dwight Yorke, shame he
doesn't want to see
him': Katie Price lashes
out at ex in slew of
social media snaps
Restarted feud
Tyga's got MORE
money problems: Kylie
Jenner stands by her
man as it emerges he's
failed to make car
payments... despite
THOSE cash flash
Instagrams
Lucy Watson works
tomboy tailoring in a
navy trouser suit as she
joins beau James
Dunmore for Ferrari 488
Spider launch

'I'd rather go and see a
drag queen!' Elton John
accuses Janet Jackson
of lipsyncing
She was forced to
reschedule dates last
month due to a
mysterious throat illness
Charli XCX rocks a
green quilted shell suit
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as she stands out from
the fashion crowd at the
Moschino AW16
presentation for Milan
Fashion Week

'They will have children
when the time is right':
TOWIE matriarch Carol
Wright admits Mark and
Michelle Keegan are
waiting to start a family
Careers come first now
Battle of the cover
girls! Former Sports
Illustrated star Cheryl
Tiegs, 68, labels size 14
Ashley Graham
'unhealthy', claiming all
women's waists must be
'smaller than 35in'
Nobody is looking at
the purses! Brazilian
beauty Alessandra
Ambrosio poses topless
to model accessories in
sexy campaign
For Spanish designer
Revealed: Ben Affleck
'rewrote Batman v
Superman script in his
superhero suit because
he wasn't thrilled with it'
Made changes while on
set
Meet your new
stepmom! Justin
Bieber's father Jeremy,
41, proposes to
girlfriend Chelsey, 28, in
St. Barts
Will he sing at the
wedding?
Jeremy Clarkson,
Richard Hammond and
James May film
motoring show in sunny
Barbados... as Top Gear
hosts Chris Evans and
Matt LeBlanc battle bad
British weather
Getting ready to party!
Makeupfree Kaley
Cuoco works up a sweat
at her favourite yoga
class ahead of The Big
Bang Theory's
milestone 200th episode
Rita Ora plays it casual
in a baseball cap and
varsity jacket as she
showcases her taut tum
in Beverly Hills
Rita Ora went for a casual
look on Thursday
New mom Tyra Banks
stands out in a purple
jumpsuit as she's seen
for first time since
welcoming 'miracle' son
York via surrogate
Seen picking up some
drinks in Beverly Hills
Mad for plaid! Reese
Witherpoon is casual
cool in a patterned blue
top tucked into white
jeans while out and
about in LA
The 39yearold actress
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opted for a casual look

Simon Cowell looks
lovingly at Lauren
Silverman as he lets his
hair down at the BRITs
with Louis Tomlinson
and FINALLY joins
Instagram
Miranda Kerr bares
her taut tummy during
Malibu beach workout
with trainer Justin
Gelband
The Australian 32year
old works hard
'Did I punch someone
at the BRITs?' Fearne
Cotton posts a picture of
her bruised knuckle as
she tries to recall what
she's been up to
She had a wild night out
at the BRITs
Our little Simba! Tom
Brady recreates The
Lion King's Circle of Life
moment in funny video
with new adopted
rescue dog Fluffy
He won't drop it at least!
Ex EastEnders
heartthrob Jack Ryder
is unrecognisable as his
pal Dean Gaffney
shares snap of star
without his trademark
floppy blonde locks
Charlotte Church looks
ladylike in blue and
white maxi at festival
launch... after foul
mouthed Twitter rants
over the BRITs
No impressed
Karrueche Tran shows
off her sensational
figure in extremely
scanty backless gown
with deeply plunging
neckline
Now that's a dress!
Jennifer Garner shows
off fuller chest in tight
green tennis outfit as
she films The Tribes Of
Palos Verdes in LA
Appeared more curvy
than usual
Makeup free Ellie
Goulding appears fresh
faced despite a late
night at BRITs afterparty
as she makes a stylish
arrival in Paris
Left EuroStar station
'People just wanted to
talk about my cleavage':
Ariel Winter, 18, reveals
she underwent breast
reduction because of
the 'psychological'
effects
She's ripped! Ashlee
Simpson shows off her
figure in distressed
skinny jeans as she
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shops for workout
clothes
She gave birth to her
second child seven
months ago

Gillian Anderson cuts a
sophisticated figure in a
navy dress and stylish
black coat as filming
begins for season three
of The Fall
Stepping out at The
Merchant Hotel in Belfast
Braided beauty!
Zendaya sports long
plait and even longer
waistcoat at Essence
luncheon in LA
Joined in Beverly Hills by
Oprah Winfrey
It's the boozy BRITs!
Justin Bieber looks
worse for wear after 'a
fight broke out at his
party over club's strict
no camera policy'... as
he leads the bleary eyed
stars stumbling home
What would Zayn say?
Perrie Edwards and
Louis Tomlinson prove
there's no bad blood as
they hit the party circuit
together following the
BRIT Awards
Hot off the catwalk:
Moschino models blaze
a trail down the runway
in scorched dresses
that are still SMOKING
at Milan Fashion Week

Letizia of Spain looks
rock 'n' roll in leather
culottes and hot pink
jacket as she brings
some royal glamour to a
Madrid art fair
Daring trousers
Burger and booze!
Gwyneth Paltrow, 43,
digs into caloric dinner
after 'long day'... as it's
revealed she works out
12 hours a week
Even she has days off
'You can't do that!'
Holly Willoughby scolds
Phillip Schofield for
sniffing glue during craft
segment on This
Morning... before falling
about in a giggling fit
BAZ BAMIGBOYE: All
these award shows
drive me potty, says
Emma Thompson
Condemned awards
shows such as this
Sunday's Oscars
because the season goes
on for too long
Jon Hamm swaps
dapper Don Draper hair
for new 'do on set of
crime film... but what's
going on with that bald
spot?
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The 44yearold actor
plays a bad guy

It's snowtime! Prince
Edward and wife Sophie
take a private jet to join
friends on a skiing
holiday in glitzy St Moritz
The Earl and Countess of
Wessex travelled in style
This shirt should be
fired! Shakira's top fails
to cover her back
putting her strappy bra
on display as she jets
out of Miami with her
sons
Natural beauty Bella
Hadid rocks gothic chic
ensemble as she leaves
London hotel in headto
toe black
Come over all camera
shy
Size 14 model Ashley
Graham shares sexy
Snapchat videos of
herself flaunting those
famous curves in one
ofakind 'Ellen' lingerie
after talk show
appearance
Kendall Jenner is back
to her catwalkingqueen
best as she rules the
Fendi runway in bright
blue thighhigh boots
during stomping debut
at Milan Fashion Week
'The best Mick
Hucknall tribute act':
Jess Glynne's huge
hairdo sparks hilarity on
Twitter as she's
compared to the Mad
Hatter and Crystal Tipps
'I really like my legs
and my butt's not bad!':
Lea Michele talks about
her assets following
shock split from
Matthew Paetz
Not shy about her body
'I blacked out': Nicole
'Snooki' Polizzi admits
she was 'wasted' and
lied about her birth
family on Kocktails With
Khloe interview
Under the influence
Chchchanges! Paris
Jackson steps out
rocking her new edgy
David Bowie look after
undergoing the chop and
a dye job

The Crown Princess
channels the King of
Pop: Mary wears just
ONE leather glove as
she steps out in a
matching navy
ensemble for an awards
ceremony in
Copenhagen
Supporting the home
side! Christine Lampard
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stuns in casual chic as
she enjoys a shopping
spree at Victoria
Beckham's London
boutique

'It's not easy being a
woman': Karolina
Kurkova looks very
leggy in an animal print
leotard as she
discusses balancing
motherhood and her
career
Alexa Chung covers
up a plunging black
dress with a colour
splash fur coat after
nailing gothic glamour
on the front row at
Prada's Milan Fashion
Week show
A helping hand! New
mother Rose Byrne is
joined by parents Jane
and Robin as she takes
baby son Rocco for a
stroll

Makeup free Lorde is
brighteyed and bushy
tailed the day after her
big night of celebrations
following the Brit
Awards
Arrived at Heathrow
Holly Willoughby pulls
off another chic work
ensemble as she teams
white pencil skirt with
pale pink shirt on This
Morning
Always looks stunning
Carol Vorderman puts
a glamorous touch on
her winter wardrobe with
shearling jacket as she
highlights her lithe legs
in black skinny jeans to
run errands
All Dunn up! Jourdan
puts on a busty display
in black corset dress as
she heads to BRITs
afterparty with Karlie
Kloss
Impressive cleavage
'Assume the BRITs will
be live tweeted as
everyone is in traffic':
Celebrities caught in
travel chaos on way to
music's big night
Struggle to get to venue
'We got too drunk':
Amy Adams reveals
why she didn't elope
with Darren Le Gallo in
Las Vegas ceremony as
she covers Marie Claire
UK
No adults allowed!
Brooklyn Beckham and
cousin Liberty hit the
BRITs afterparties
without his famous
parents
Next generation
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Putting in the leg work!
Makeup free Claire
Danes shows off toned
pins in skintight
exercise gear as she
goes for a run in New
York City
Follow that handsome
man! Amy Schumer's
boyfriend Ben Hanisch
proves he is her leading
man in more ways than
one as ensures she gets
to set on time
Jenna Dewan Tatum
takes dance lessons
from toddlers in
hilarious Late Late Show
skit with James Corden
The 35yearold took
dance lessons
Ferne McCann is a
sartorial dream in head
totoe cream as she
continues chic style run
on This Morning
Looked lovely in muted
colours
Lauren Goodger
squeezes her ample
assets into skimpy
swimsuit as she shares
steamy smooch with
boyfriend Jake McLean
on the beach
Sony breaks silence
on Kesha lawsuit
revealing they cannot
terminate singer's
contract because she is
signed to Dr. Luke's
label  and only he can
let her go
Move over, Jessica
Simpson! Jordana
Brewster shows off her
very toned legs in teeny
Daisy Dukes as she
gets a lift from wooden
platforms
Kesha cancels
Chicago concert amid
legal battle with Dr.
Luke.... as her NY fans
plan rally at Sony
headquarters
Legal defeat last week
Is she copying Posh?
Samantha Cameron
steps out in tailored
trousers and white
trainers just days after
Victoria Beckham
showcased the chic look
'Leonardo DiCaprio
doesn't deserve an
Oscar and Carol is
about the clothes not the
acting': Anonymous
Academy member lets
rip about superstar
Liam Payne's ex
Danielle Peazer steps
into the limelight as she
shows off her slender
legs in black lace dress
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at perfume launch

Courtney and Chloe
take Essex! TOWIE's
new girls put on a leggy
display as they hit the
town for a dinner date
The newbies turned
heads in Chigwell
Priscilla Chan glows as
she steps out with
husband Mark
Zuckerberg in Germany
three months after
giving birth to daughter
Max
Amber Rose is set to
compete with rival Kim
Kardashian and launch
3D character on app
that will allow fans to
interact with the model
in digital world
Elle Fanning looks
resplendent in earthy
tones and bed of flowing
red curls as she films
with Bel Powley for
period drama
She's been filming for her
latest movie
Legs for days! Pia
Miller showcases her
incredible pins in a short
black minidress as she
enjoys cocktails with
girlfriends
Out in Sydney
The Xrated BRITs:
Tearful and triumphant
Adele can barely
contain herself while
Rihanna twerks up a
storm in one of the
raunchiest shows ever
Giddy Ant McPartlin
looks bleary eyed as he
emerges from the
Warner Music BRITs
after party... while Dec
Donnelly puts on a
united front with wife Ali
Work hard, play hard!
Rihanna parties with
Drake until 5am after
putting on an XRATED
display during BRIT
Award performance
Wild on and off stage
Ronda Rousey insists
she won't be made to
feel 'weak' or 'ashamed'
for having suicidal
thoughts as she shares
her heartbreak over her
tragic family past
Blondes have more
fun! Zendaya returns to
signature short blonde
crop  just 24 hours
after rocking bouncing
brunette curls
Keep fans guessing
Makeover! Paris
Jackson is
unrecognizable as she
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shows off edgy, short
blonde hair in smiling
Instagram selfie
Sassy new look

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Carefree model Stella
Maxwell throws off her
shirt as she goes
topless for beach
photoshoot
She's not shy!
Daisy Lowe goes for
dressed down chic as
she steps out in black
trousers and leather
jacket to take her dog
Monty for a walk
Under wraps
Vicky Pattison hits
back at 'antifeminist,
bodyshaming' Kristin
Scott Thomas's
comments over 'vulgar'
British women
Reality bites back
Here comes the bride!
Jenna Coleman heads
to the altar in beautiful
lace gown as she films
royal wedding scenes
for Queen Victoria TV
drama
Nautical but nice:
Prada models cruise
down the catwalk in
SAILOR HATS on the
second day of Milan
Fashion Week

The property guru
who'll turn your home
into a Lego prison:
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV
The worst design crime
any home can commit
Her One and Only:
Adele heads home with
boyfriend Simon
Konecki as she
celebrates triumphant
and a very emotional
night at BRIT Awards
'Doesn't seem to work
in a show that just paid
tribute to BOWIE':
Viewers left divided as
Ant swaps his suit for a
frilly ball gown while
hosting BRITs with Dec
'You're much better
looking on film!': James
Norton reveals his
family keep his ego in
check... as it's claimed
he's 'dating his War And
Peace costar Jessie
Buckley'
Wiping out the age gap:
They're the couples
years apart in age. So
what did the older
partner look like at the
younger one's age?
Age gaps reversed
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Prince Harry is 'really
looking forward' to his
first trip to Nepal where
he will visit a Gurkha
camp, go trekking and
meet earthquake
survivors
Men's fashion brand
accused of 'selling
misogyny' after male
models are posed as
figurines on giant half
naked women in lurid ad
campaign
Khloe Kardashian
admits she DID alter her
gym selfie... but slams
'petty haters' for calling
her out
The 31yearold reality
star deleted the image
Viola Davis, 50, threw
her back out during
VERY raunchy sex
scene on How to Get
Away with Murder  and
had to ask writers to
cool the passion while
she recovered
Worse for (under)
wear! Jodie Kidd suffers
EPIC wardrobe
malfunction as she
accidentally flashes
Spanx en route home
from BRITs after party
Abbey Clancy looks
worse for wear as she
nearly falls out of her
dress as she hits the
Warner BRITs after
party with husband
Peter Crouch
LeighAnne Pinnock
shrugs off wardrobe
malfunction on BRITs
red carpet as she
flashes her underwear
in another daring dress
at the afterparty
'Just... beautiful': David
Bowie's son Duncan
Jones thanks Lorde for
moving performance of
Life On Mars as part of
BRITs tribute to late
music icon
Inside the luxurious A
list spa backstage at the
BRIT Awards where
stars were treated to
acid facials, candleglow
makeovers and £3.99
hair treatments
Game Of Thrones'
Maisie Williams puts on
leggy display in a chic
blue and white mini skirt
combo at War Child
BRITs afterparty
Partied in style
It's like American
Graffiti  but with ruder
words: BRIAN VINER
reviews KING JACK
This excellent, low
budget film is about
teenagers in smalltown
America
Blearyeyed Charli XCX
sports eyewateringly
short mini skirt as she
parties up a storm at
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BRIT Awards after
party
Had a good night!

Joe Biden introducing
Lady Gaga at Oscars
before she performs
song from campus rape
doc while urging
Americans to speak out
against sexual assault
Rachel McAdams is
the epitome of class in
figurehugging dress
with frilled detailing as
she dazzles at star
studded dinner
On sartorial form
The day my lovely son
massacred his school
friends: A look inside
the mind of the mother
of the Columbine
shooter
Sue Klebold reveals how
she lives with the tragedy
Bedtime babes!
Jessica Alba and Selma
Blair flash their chests
and toned tums in sexy
satin PJ sets teamed
with lingerie at star
studded party
Amber Rose creates a
cleavage commotion in
a lacedup dress
plucked straight out of
Kim Kardashian's style
book at the All Def
Movie Awards
Why children shouldn't
ALWAYS come first:
Sky News presenter
says leaving her kids at
home to jet off on a
'blissful' holiday with her
husband has made her
family stronger
No photoshop needed!
Khloe Kardashian's
makeup artists post
sexy underwear shot of
the star to remind
everyone that her
beauty needs no filter
He's a big kid at heart!
Gary Busey, 71, has a
ball at Disneyland as he
celebrates his son's
sixth birthday
Having a ball

Scintillating tale to chill
Mr Cameron's blood:
QUENTIN LETTS' first
night review of The
Patriotic Traitor

Dressed to
DISTRESS? Stars
whose Brit Awards
outfits' hit a bum note 
thanks to extreme
cleavage, an acid corset
and a floral bed sheet
'I thought you'd be
f**king bored of me!'
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Emotional Adele's
expletiveladen speech
as she accepts her
FOUR BRITs... but ITV
are too slow to bleep it

Ellie Goulding dares to
bare in extremely
plunging black mini
dress as she parties the
night away at
Universal's BRITs bash
Racy party dress
Perrie Edwards takes
centre stage in tiny
black hotpants as she
writhes alongside a
scantilyclad Little Mix
for racy performance at
the 2016 BRIT Awards
Sony's biggest star
Adele dedicates her Brit
win to Kesha days after
judge ruled singer must
stay with label despite
her claims producer
raped and drugged her
No Good (Fashion)
Advice! Cheryl takes
things back to her
girlband heyday in an
OTT lemon yellow
minidress and hair
extensions at the BRITs
Cheryl reunites with
pal Nick Grimshaw
onstage at the BRIT
Awards following his X
Factor departure...
before having a singoff
to Rihanna
Supermodels bring
some sass to the BRITs:
Toni Garrn goes braless
under sheer lace while
Lily Donaldson puts on a
VERY leggy display in
thighsplit dress
A dazzling Susanna
Reid draws attention to
her sexy silhouette in
red sequins as she
sashays into the BRIT
Awards 2016
Lady in red
Lily Donaldson is far
from her supermodel
self as she looks worse
for wear on leaving BRIT
Awards after party in
the early hours
Not camera ready!
Polynesia for the
Packers? Mariah Carey
and billionaire James
planning 'Tahitian
wedding' after admitting
it will be a 'private but
lavish' affair
EXCLUSIVE: 'I'd rather
make $700 a week
playing a maid than
working as one', says
Hattie McDaniel, the first
black Oscar winner
(from Gone With The
Wind)
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'Baby bosses': Kylie
and Kendall Jenner are
all business as they
model spring looks for
their fashion line Kendall
+ Kylie
Wearing their designs
Taylor Swift puts her
legs on display as she
steps out after Kanye
West brands her 'not
cool' in yet another
attack
Bobbing out
Arriving in style!
Prince flies into Perth
aboard his luxurious
private jet ahead of
latest performance on
his Australian tour
Prince made a very low
key entrance into Perth
'Kathryn Merteuil is
back!' Sarah Michelle
Gellar shares then and
now photos as she
confirms she'll star in
Cruel Intentions TV spin
off
You can keep your hat
on! Justin Bieber strips
naked as he teases his
bare sculpted body in
steamy magazine shoot
Singer strips off for saucy
snap
Little Mix's LeighAnne
Pinnock narrowly avoids
wardrobe malfunction at
BRIT Awards 2016 by
going braless in
cleavage baring gold
lamé jacket
Jessica Wright is left
redfaced as she dons
the SAME eyecatching
yellow dress as
presenter Maya Jama at
the BRIT Awards 2016
The ultimate blunder!
Bridal white: Newly
engaged Kylie Minogue
looks angelic in billowing
sequinned midi dress
for her second look at
the BRITs
Looked over the moon
Alexa Chung looks
incredible in a black
strapless velvet gown
as she joins Pixie Geldof
and Toni Garrn at
Warner Music's post
BRIT Awards bash
Pop princesses
Rihanna, Adele and
Kylie Minogue rule the
red carpet in glamorous
gowns as they bring
some Alist glamour to
the 2016 BRIT Awards
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